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In the aftermath of the revision of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (FRCP) in December 2006, which focused on  
the practice of electronic discovery and the duty to preserve electronically stored information (ESI) for cases litigated 
in the federal courts, many corporate legal executives were tempted to have their law firms take on the role of managing 
legal holds for their organization because they saw it as a risk management technique. In other words, if anything goes 
wrong, the responsibility falls on the law firm, which should then shield the corporate executives from sanctions.

However, a discernible pattern of court decisions over the past five years has revealed there is no such available safety 
net to corporate counsel. In essence, the courts have said corporate executives cannot hide from the responsibility of 
managing legal holds. If something goes wrong, the blame will fall squarely on their shoulders.

The most recent and clearly most ominous warning sign to come down from the bench occurred in September 2010, 
when Magistrate Judge Paul W. Grimm of the District of Maryland startled many observers of the electronic discovery 
industry with his decision in Victor Stanley, Inc. v. Creative Pipe, Inc., et al. (250 FRD 251 (D. Md. 2008)). Judge Grimm 
recommended that the president of a defendant company be imprisoned for up to two years unless and until he paid 
the plaintiff’s attorney fees, based on his conclusion that the executive in question (Mark Pappas, president of Creative 
Pipe, Inc.) willfully violated several court orders requiring the preservation and production of electronically stored 
information—behavior that the judge felt should be treated as contempt of court.

But the Victor Stanley decision was just the latest in a series of decisions in the federal courts to take aim at litigants  
and their counsel (both in-house attorneys and outside law firms) with respect to FRCP compliance responsibilities  
for electronic discovery. The message from the courts is clear: the stakes are more serious than the potential issuing  
of a fine or a sanction—the possibility of real jail time has now been thrown down on corporate executives who fail to 
properly execute their legal holds obligations.

Background on Legal Holds
By creating a “duty to preserve” ESI in the discovery 
phase of a legal matter, the new FRCP rules have forced 
us to rethink how document retention policies are applied 
to electronic files such as emails and word processing 
documents. At the heart of these suddenly ubiquitous 
discussions is the crucial execution of legal holds. Much 
has been written about the burgeoning universe of case 
law impacting legal holds, but far less attention has been 
given to the latest trends in how successful organizations 
are managing the legal holds process.

A legal hold is generally regarded as the suspension of 
an organization’s document retention and destruction 
policies for documents that may be relevant to a lawsuit 
that has been filed or for litigation that may be reasonably 
anticipated. The purpose of a hold is to ensure that 
relevant data is not destroyed and to alert employees 
about the risk to both the company and the employee  
if they fail to honor the legal hold request.

Companies have issued an increasing number of legal 
holds every year since 2006, due in part to the fact that 
the volume of electronically stored information continues 
to grow exponentially. Moreover, most organizations are 
issuing holds across a broader spectrum of litigation.

Further increasing the confusion around legal holds 
has been a great deal of misunderstanding around the 
discrete elements of a hold. The reality is that a legal  
hold comprises two separate areas of undertaking:

1.  The Hold Notice—This refers to all of the activities that 
must be done to identify and notify custodians of their 
obligation to preserve data in conjunction with a legal 
hold. It also includes the various requirements around 
reminding custodians of their continued obligation to 
comply during the life of the hold. Failure to comply with 
the notification requirements alone can lead down the 
slippery slope toward sanctions.

Moreover, most organizations 
are issuing holds across a 

broader spectrum of litigation.
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2.  Perfecting the Hold—This process is very similar to 
the Electronic Discovery Reference Model (EDRM) 
requirements. Once notification is complete, the  
hard task of identifying, preserving and collecting 
potentially responsive documents must begin. From a 
task-based perspective, this is a different activity from 
the requirements to notify potential custodians, yet 
both must be done properly to meet the requirements 
set forth in a burgeoning body of law.

Holds Are Serious Business
The impact for noncompliance with a hold is quite severe, 
both financially and, potentially, legally. A company’s 
failure to properly and promptly impose a legal hold can 
result in court-ordered sanctions, in the form of both 
monetary fines and perhaps even spoliation charges, if 
information is found to have been destroyed because a 
legal hold was not effectively carried out.

The landmark case for legal holds is the Zubulake v. UBS 
Warburg (217 F.R.D. 309, 312 (S.D.N.Y. 2003)) case that 
was tried in New York in 2003 and 2004. In Zubulake, 
the Court imposed dramatic sanctions because of 
UBS’ obvious failure to notify all employees of the hold 
and monitor their ongoing compliance. Judge Shira 
Scheindlin’s rulings in Zubulake clearly outlined the 
responsibilities for the lawyers with respect to preserving 
electronic information, establishing a widely held standard.

A number of subsequent cases reaffirmed—and, in some 
cases, extended—the guidelines outlined by Zubulake. For 
example, in Coleman v. Morgan Stanley (2005 WL 679071 
(Fla. Cir. Ct. 2005)), the Court sanctioned the defendant 

for failing to adequately monitor and ensure the timely 
execution of legal holds. In the In re NTL, Inc. Securities 
Litigation (2007 WL 241344 (S.D.N.Y. 2007)) case, the 
Court imposed an adverse inference spoliation sanction 
against the defendants because an inadequate legal hold 
process left out key servers managed by third parties. 
The order included this comment to the defendant: “You 
should, by now, be aware of Zubulake.”

But the action really started to heat up in the courts 
in 2010. Prior to Victor Stanley, no fewer than four 
notable cases that prominently featured legal holds 
were litigated in U.S. district courts. They included The 
Pension Committee v. Banc of America Securities (2010 
WL 184312 (S.D.N.Y. 2010)), Rimkus Consulting v. Nickie 
Cammarata (07-cv-00405 (S.D. Tex. 2010)), Crown 
Castle v. Nudd Corp. (05-cv-6163T (W.D. New York, 
2009)) and Merck Eprova v. Gnosis (07 Civ. 5898 (S.D.N.Y. 
2010)). In these cases, judges issued various sanctions 
against defendants for failing to issue written legal holds.

Clearly, the courts are putting an unprecedented level  
of scrutiny on legal hold procedures and are not afraid  
to issue serious sanctions when legal holds are not 
ordered, executed and managed properly. The outcome 
of Victor Stanley was the boldest illustration of these 
risks, but it was preceded by a number of cases that 
foreshadowed where we were headed.

With the unprecedented level of scrutiny that courts 
are placing on legal hold procedures, there is a real and 
growing risk for corporate legal executives to be compliant 
or face both monetary and criminal sanctions. Holds are 
serious business.

How to Manage Holds?
Most corporate legal executives have now learned that 
implementing legal holds throughout an organization 
is a costly and error-prone process. However, the truth 
for corporate legal executives is that there is no added 
incentive for doing an “A+” job with managing legal  
holds, but there is a substantial penalty for giving an  
“F” performance. Put another way, there is no “gold 
star” for excellence, but there are serious penalties for 
failure. The goal, then, ought to be to earn a passing grade 
without incurring unnecessary expenses in the process.

The impact for noncompliance 
with a hold is quite severe, both 

financially and, potentially, legally.
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Managers know that creating a “fail-safe” legal holds 
process can be very burdensome, but the potential  
costs of inefficient holds can be far more serious to  
the company if they are not conducted as part of a  
well-organized, technologically robust program. A 
common question is, “What can our corporate legal 
department do to reduce risk by establishing a strong 
legal holds management process without spending too 
much money or causing unnecessary disruption to the 
company’s operations?”

The answer to that question begins with the 
understanding that, in most companies, the email 
system is the largest repository of records from which 
they will be called upon to “hold” electronic files 
because email messages can include crucial evidence 
in corporate litigation—such as business instructions, 
legal contracts, financial data, presentations and various 
opinions about business ventures under consideration. 
Typically, paralegals or even specifically designated legal 
hold coordinators draft the initial notice and follow a 
predetermined approval process prior to publishing 
the hold notice. Given the significant increase in holds 
issued and the number of custodians involved, a growing 
number of companies are evaluating additional avenues 
for overseeing how the actual notices are served—beyond 
the obvious routine of sending out email blasts to 
appropriate parties.

Against this backdrop, one growing management trend 
with legal holds is the movement toward the use of 
automated systems that enable them to more efficiently 
issue legal holds notices. Automated systems are 

increasingly helping companies manage the process  
from the triggering event to the execution of the  
legal holds notice to the monitoring of compliance with 
the notice. Moreover, these systems provide a crucial 
record trail that may be needed down the road if the 
matter escalates to trial.

Another notable management trend for issuing legal hold 
notices includes making all current notices available to 
each employee on an Intranet or other internal employee 
Web portal. Other companies are now targeting notices 
to the recipient’s role and his/her specific responsibilities 
for file preservation responsibilities, an idea based on the 
premise that notice language customized to an individual 
will result in improved compliance with the notice.

The administration of a single legal hold is time  
consuming, cumbersome and expensive. It can require 
the augmentation of staff and technology expenses that 
can quickly exceed hundreds of thousands of dollars. 
With this in mind, it’s not surprising that many corporate 
legal executives feel they are trapped with the dilemma  
of either maintaining the burden of the holds ownership 
and risking Victor Stanley-type mistakes or transferring 
the risk at some point in the hold life cycle to an outside 
firm and incurring the cost. The good news is that this is 
not an all-or-nothing proposition, and there are multiple 
ways to structure an effective, collaborative relationship 
for the administration of legal holds.

The Collaboration Model
There is an interesting debate under way right now about 
how to divide the responsibilities associated with the 
execution of legal holds and the oversight of the legal 
holds process in an organization. The simplest answer 
is that both sides have skin in the game, so each must 
be involved in the process at some point. The more 
complicated answer involves the assignment of specific 
roles in that relationship.

One collaboration trend of note is at the very front end 
of the legal holds process. Many organizations are finding 
it prudent for client and law firm to structure a formal 
electronic discovery process at the onset of a case. The 
theory is that if in-house and outside counsel structure 
the relationship properly at that point, they will develop 
an efficient process with absolute clarity about who is 
responsible for performing each function along the way.

The email system is the largest 

repository of records from 

which they will be called upon 

to “hold” electronic files.



Another common solution is to establish an e-discovery 
team and identify key contact people in the group. These 
professionals agree on the methods that outside counsel 
will use to monitor and “approve” how the client maintains, 
stores and retrieves documents. The team also agrees on 
how to distribute legal holds notices and how to conduct 
the necessary follow-up work that will ensure compliance.

A lesson in collaboration that some corporate legal 
executives and their outside law firms have learned the 
hard way is the risk of staffing the legal holds teams with 
relatively inexperienced lawyers. The truth is that newer 
lawyers often lack the professional respect in their law 
firms to make a case for why certain decisions related 
to legal holds may pose serious risks. Moreover, many 
of them may not yet have cultivated the knowledge to 
recognize when it is important to push the client to dig 
deeper for responsive information. It is important to 
assign senior attorneys to the discovery team in order  
to provide the crucial judgment and experience that  
will serve the best interests of both client and law firm.

The ultimate goal here is to put in place a defensible 
audit trail as relates to legal holds, one that will hold up 
in court if the matter goes to trial. There is sure to be 
a variety of best practices for how to accomplish that 
goal, but it seems certain that the common thread will 
be a dedication to collaboration between in-house and 
outside counsel.
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Conclusion
The message from the courts, starting with the 
Zubulake decision and illustrated most dramatically 
by the Victor Stanley decision, is quite obvious. For 
corporate executives, there is nowhere to hide when it 
comes to who is responsible for the management and 
administration of legal holds—the buck stops with the 
corporate counsel.

By collaborating with their outside counsel, many 
corporate legal executives have found ways to  
share the day-to-day workload and to establish 
clear workflows that make the burden less onerous. 
Fortunately, the emergence of leading-edge technology 
solutions and experienced discovery management 
professionals now provides corporate counsel with the 
assistance they need to assert more control over the 
complex task of properly administering legal holds.
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